
Limitations of Coverage:
The information in this brochure is intended to provide only an outline of the 
coverage that may be available to you, as well as the potential exclusions and 
limitations of the NitroShield™ Product Limited Warranty. This brochure does not 
constitute an agreement between you and the administrator, the provider, or the 
selling dealer. For exact coverage, exclusions, and limitations, please refer to your 
NitroShield Product Limited Warranty.

TERMS, CONDITIONS, AND COVERAGE ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY 
TIME. NOT ALL COVERAGE IS AVAILABLE IN ALL AREAS AND COVERAGE  
MAY VARY BY STATE. COVERAGE IS OPTIONAL AND IS NOT REQUIRED TO 
OBTAIN FINANCING.
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VEHICLE PROTECTION 
THAT YOU’LL SWEAR 
BY — NOT AT!
DOWC® products are designed to help  
you safeguard your investment. 
Leasing a new vehicle is one of the most significant 
financial decisions you’ll ever make. So it’s a smart idea 
to talk to your dealer about coverage that can protect 
you from unplanned expenses. 

DOWC’s specialized coverage and protection products, 
offered through your selling dealer, are designed to 
shield you against the expense and inconvenience of 
unexpected repairs.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, DON’T HESITATE 
TO ASK YOUR DOWC® PARTNER DEALER.

* Assured Provider Services, Inc. serves as the administrator in CA, CT, FL, OK, WA, 
and WI. For more information, call 1.860.415.4608.

NITROSHIELD™ 
TIRE PROTECTION 
& WHEELSHIELD™ 
PROTECTION



START ROLLING WITH A  
NITROSHIELD™ NITROGEN FILL
There’s a reason why commercial aircraft and race 
cars use nitrogen to fill their tires — for starters the 
larger nitrogen molecules are slower to leak out,  
which means proper inflation pressure can be  
maintained longer. Additionally, nitrogen is an inert 
gas, so it does not react with the rubber of the tire.

Another benefit of NitroShield is that during the fill 
process, the existing air and moisture inside the tire 
are purged, so the inside of the nitrogen-filled tire 
remains drier. This inhibits oxidation of the metal 
wheel and makes for a more stable operating  
environment regardless of variations in temperature.

INCLUDES WHEELSHIELD™  
PROTECTION
A cleaner, more durable wheel begins here.

Because tires and wheels work together, NitroShield  
is bundled with WheelShield, a class-leading, 
professionally applied wheel treatment that protects 
the painted and clear-coated surfaces of alloy and 
steel wheels. WheelShield’s nano-technology also 
prevents the buildup of brake dust, for cooler  
operation and a lasting shine.

Both NitroShield and WheelShield are backed by 
warranties that provide for the repair, refurbishment, 
cleaning, and/or replacement of any covered parts. 
What’s more, there is zero deductible for these  
services if they are covered.

PEACE OF MIND 
WHERE THE 
RUBBER MEETS  
THE ROAD.
NitroShield™ is more than a better way  
to put air in your tires. It’s a complete  
tire and wheel protection system that 
makes your car safer, more efficient,  
and better looking!

Even though all new cars built since 
2008 are equipped with a tire pressure 
monitoring system (TPMS), a study showed 
that 42% of American drivers cannot 
identify the TPMS dashboard warning 
symbol. Plus, TPMS warning lights only 
come on when one or more of the tires is 
already 25% underinflated. Problems can 
occur much sooner than that, which is why 
NitroShield is such a smart idea.

 

IMPROPER TIRE INFLATION CAN LEAD TO  
ANY NUMBER OF PROBLEMS, INCLUDING:

• Uneven and/or accelerated tire wear
• Lower fuel efficiency
• Unpredictable handling
• Wheel damage
• Catastrophic tire failure


